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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Importance of Thesis
The State of Utah has comparatively high feed costs because:
First, Utah is a feed grain deficit state and must import feed grains
for manufacturing purposes, thus raising the cost of feed by the cost
of transportation.

Second, many of Utah's feed manufacturing plants

are old and obsolete, and there is excess feed manufacturing capacity
in Utah.

These factors contribu te to the high cost of manufacturing

feed in Utah compared to other states.
In 1958, Roice Anderson, Professor of Agricultural Economics,
College of Agriculture, Utah State University, made a study of the feed
manufacturers in Utah.

In 1963, a similar study was made by Dr. Ander-

son using a similar questionnaire.

Thus, the changes taking place in

this industry over the five year period were noted.

In December of

1964, the writer, working as a Statistical Analyst for the Economics
Department of the Extension Services, further explored the feed manufacturing i ndustry in up-dating the 1963 study mentioned above.

The

results of these three studies were presented by Morris H. Taylor,
Marketing Specialist, Utah Cooperative Extension Services, to the
Feed Manufacturers Association's Annual Convention in February, 1964,
and again in February, 1965.
In presenting this informa tion, Dr. Taylor pointed out that
the studies showed a marked contras t between Utah's feed manufacturing
industr y and feed manufacturing outside the state.

He also noted that
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Utah's industry had old equipment (relatively speaking) and utilized it
at a low percent of total capacity.
Concerned about these problems, and with an eye to the future ,
a f eed manufactur i ng firm wi thin the state has expressed a desire to
revamp its program.

Engineers have indicated that one of the firm's

main plants serving the Salt Lake and northern Utah- southern Idaho areas
is obsolete and can not be remodeled.

This firm has formally requested

that Utah State University's Cooperative Extension Services suggest to
them the best possible location and size for a new feed mill, considering access to feed grain and distribution of mixed feeds to the market.
The following paragraph from one letter from this firm received by the
Cooperative Extension Services illustrates the problem:
We desire to get some statistics together so
that we might be able to inco rporat e in our planning
the very best site for a new feed mill. The feed
mills we presently have are not as modern and up-todat e as we would like to have them . We are wondering,
inasmuch as an expenditure will have to be made to
moderni ze one or two of these mills , whether or not we
should start from scratch and build a new mill in a
more strategic location so far as access to grains and
distribution to the market are concerned.
This study will identify as far as possible the optimum size
and location of a new feed mill to serve the northern Utah-southern
Idaho market area .
Approach Followed
The problem of identifying optimum size and location of the
feed mill was viewed by the writer as two separate problems--one of
size and one of optimum location .

The two problems also became inde-

pend ent of each other if the production of the feed mill was held at
a constant level as the plant location was varied.
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Lo cat i on problem
In solving t he location problem, the writer developed a model
and then gathered the data from firm X to fit into this model.

The

model (explained in Chapter 2) develops an "index" of t ransportation
costs at various points .

The main weakness of this approach is the

lack of precise data for transportation rates from point to point for
different feed ingredients and finished feed products.

The rat es used

to develop the index at any of the points were gathered from the firm
raising the question and other rate specialists in the State of Utah .
The rates were based on their knowledge of the si tuation.

The data for

production outputs and inputs utilized were also obtained from this
same firm .

And so the indices of transportation cos ts are only as valid

as the rates and production figures supplied.
One of the strengths of this model is that it can be used at
any point in the future by simply plugging in the current transportation
rates and input and production figures; also , it could be used by other
firms with a minimum of adaptation .

Since it invo l ves discrete data,

it does not optimize the location in the true sense of the word, but it
does give the "optimum location" in terms of eight points on the curve.
For example, an optimum solution using continuous da ta would indicate
the optimum location irrespective of a trading cen ter.
i ndicate the optimal location as Sardine Canyon .

Hence, it might

Obviously, th e

decision makers would then choose between Brigham City area or the Logan

area .

This model scrutinizes only "feasible" locat i ons such as Logan,

Brigham City, etc . and then isolates the best one.

Also, because this

process requires no advanced mathematics (as with con tinuous data find-
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ing the maximum point on a curve) it can be used as a tool of analysis
by almost anyone who can supply the data to plug into it .
And so the main strength of this model is in its simplicity and
ability to yield a valid analysis and its main weakness would be in
being able to gather the precise data needed .
Size problem
In solving the problem of optimum size of plant for firm X,
the writer intended to get the actual cost data on several different
sizes of plants and then plot the short run average total cost curves
for these different sizes of plants by plotting them operating at different proportions of total capacity.

A curve would then have been

drawn connect ng the low points of the short run curves which would be
the long run average total cost curve .

Intersection of the long run

average total cost curve and the fixed demand would have indicated the
size of plant where unit costs were the lowest.

This would have been

the optimum size of plant that firm X, operating at X percent of capacity, should have built, without considering future growth in demand.
(Some excess capacity should have been left to meet growth in demand.)
In trying to gather cost data on general purpose mills of
various sizes, the writer found that this area has not been probed at
all except for one study of a " specialized " mill producing only poultry
feed . 1
In writing to Clark R. Burbee (one of the co - authors of the
above) the writer was i nformed by Mr. Burbee that such data has not
lclark R. Burbee, Edwin T. Bardwell and Alfred A. Brown, Marketing New England Poultry , Economics of Broiler Feed Mixing and Distribution, Station Bulletin 484 (Durham, , New Hampshire : University of New
Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station, 1965) .
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been prepared f or a general purpose fe ed
firm X.

mill like the one needed by

The writer also corresponded with several engineering firms

and several experts from U.S.D.A . on the subject of availability of
cost data for the overall operation of several different sizes of
general purpose feed mills.2
All replies indicated that such data were not available.

The

writer also personally visited with one of the engineering firms and
once again found that the data just were not available,3
Hence, the writer had to modify his approach in solving this
problem.

The approach followed by the writer does not directly answer

the question for firm X of optimum size, but rather supplies a model
with which they can answer the question as cost data for the general
purpose mill becomes available from engineers retained by firm X.
From one of the foremost experts in feed milling in the United
States (Dr. Robert Schoeff of Kansas State University) the writer received the data for the cost of equipment and buildings for four sizes
of feed mills producing beef cattle feed. 4

The wri ter used this data

to calculate costs and the short run average total cost curves f r
these four specialized beef feed mills.

A long run average to .1 cost

curve was then constructed and a fixed demand assumed .

From tne inter -

section of the assumed demand curve and th e long rud average total cos t
curve, the optimum size of plant was determined for a firm which desired
to build a specialized mill producing beef feed with a constant demand .
2see Appendix A, p.48.
3Personal interview with P. R. Mcin t yre , President, Utah Machine and Mill Supply Company, Sal t Lake City, Utah, March 10, 1966 .
4see Appendix B, pp.60-69.
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Thus, an analyt1cal tool has been supplied by which firm X may answer
the question of optimum size as data becomes available.
Source of Data
Data used in this study were gathered from several sources.
The introduction relies on secondary data.

Chief among the data is a

talk given by Morris H. Taylor, (Marketing Specialist , Utah State
University Extension Services) to the Utah Feed Manufacturers Association.

Also referred to is Roice

Ande~son,

Handling Concentrate Live-

stock and Poultry Feed in Utah, Utah Resource Series 25 (Logan , Utah:
Utah State University Agricultural Experimen t Station, 1965) p.3.
In developing the section on optimum location of the feed mill,
the writer relied on primary sources of data.

These data were supplied

i n several interviews with Merrill Rushforth, Manager in Charge of Feed
Operations, Intermountain Farmers Association, Salt Lake City, Utah and
an interview with L. H. Denkers, Traffic Manager for the Pillsbury Company, Ogden, Utah.

The data for the section on optimum size of the

feed mill were from secondary sources supplied by Robert Schoeff, Marketing Specialist in Formula Feeds, Kansas State University.

Also used

was a publication of t he Agricultural Experiment Station, University of
New Hampshire .

The publication, Bulletin 484, Marketing New England

Poultry , Economics of Broiler Feed Mixing and Distribution, by Clark
R. Burbee, Edwin T. Bardwell and Alfred A. Brown, was used extensively
by the writer.

This publication was pointed out to the writer by Carl

J. Vosloh, Agricultural Economist, Marketing Economics Division, United
States Department of Agriculture . 5
5see Appendix A, pp.52-53.
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Many of the i deas and the approach used by the writer have been borrowed
fr eely from this latter publication.

Full citations are given in each

of the cases where any data or ideas are utilized by the writer .
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CHAPTER I .

INTRODUCTION

The Feed Industry Prior to 19581
Over the years, Utah has enjoyed the advantage of having natural
agricultural resources that favor th e production of livestock.

Sh eep

and beef cat tle do well on the desert and high mountain ranges that
cover much of the state,

Dairy cattle and wintering beef cattle use t he

alfalfa and native hay along with some corn silage that is grown i n the
irrigated valleys .

Feed grains are grown in rotation with forage crops

on irriga t ed land and also on dry land.

Before 1950, the quantit ies of

feed grains produced had been sufficient to meet the needs of dair y ,
range livestock and poultry.

However, with the realization that Utah

had a natural market position in relation to the coast markets, ther e
developed an extensive poultry and livestock fatten ing business .

Since

that time Utah has been in the position of a feed grain deficit state .
This has tended to raise the cost of feed grain by $10 to $12 per ton
due to the transportation factor.
Also, Utah's poultry industry relied partially upon feed wheat
from northern Utah and southern Idaho, but with acreage allotments and
price controls, the price of wheat increased to the point where it was
no longer used as a poultry feed.

As a consequence , poultry and egg

producers also had to turn to importing more of their feed grains, which

lRoice H. Anderson, Handling Concentrate Livestock and Poultry
Feed in Utah, Utah Resource Series 25 (Logan, Utah: Utah State University Agricultural Experiment Station, 1965) p.3 .
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put them i nto a higher feed cost position along with the livestock feeder .

In the past year, however, the price of feed wheat declined to the

point where wheat was used extensively in livestock feed stuf fs for the
first time in years .
Utah a Feed Grain Deficit State2
Utah has long been a

~eed

grain deficit state .

Since 1950 the

deficit in feed grain has ranged from 291,000 tons in 1950 to a high of
566,300 tons in 1961.

1963 recorded a deficit of 475,200 tons .

Therefore, U.t ah' s feed processors have had to import 50-74 percent of their requirements during the 1ast 15 years.

The sharp in-

creases in the defic it in the last few years reflect the increase in
total numbers of beef cattle fed along with increases in concentrates
fed to sheep and lambs and increased turkey production.
Fortunately for Utah, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington are
surplus feed grain states.

However, Utah must compe te with California,

Ar i zona and Nevada for these surplus feed grains.
Utah producers import about 18,000 tons of hay per year and export over 17,000 tons and so is about in balance for roughag e.

However ,

t hise close balance has brought about higher prices t han excess hay
producing areas experience for roughage and hence has caused feeders
to be very conscious of the different conversion rates of feed to meat
and high vs low concentrate rations.

2Morris H. Taylor, Feasibility of Expanding Livestock Feeding and
Meat Packing, Part 2 of 4 parts, "Should Utah Expand Livestock Feeding
Operations ?" Utah Cooperative Extension Services, Economics-1 (Logan,
Utah: Extension Services Offset Press, 1965 , p.27.
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General Condit ion of the Feed Manufactur ing Industry
Utah's commercial feed plant has no t ke pt up wi t h technology .
There is exc ess capacity among commerc ial mi ll s a e well a s among onf arm process ors .

Pric i ng policies a re also obsolete from the s t a nd-

point of good business management, as is indicated by the policy of
~a c king

f~ed

for a small purchaser and charging the same price per cwt

t o bulk purchasers.

Also included here may be the "selling" of servic es

s uch as f i e l d servi ce and charging the cost of this service to overhead
whic h penal izes t hose who do not use the s e rv ic e .

In general, del iver y

and credit services are costing more than many firms realize.
Because of these and other problems, many feeders have purchas ed
their own mills and integrated feed manufacturing into their livestoc k
or poultry operations.

This has contributed to overall excess capacity.

All commercial feed manufactur ers hav e had to face the problem
of import i ng feed grains to produce their mixed feeds.

Due to the fact

that Utah i s a feed grain deficit state, they have had to pay $10 to
$12 per ton transportation cost for the feed they import.

This has

caused them t o try and cut costs to compete with the pre-mixed feeds
and on-farm produced feeds using home grown grains.
This i ntroduction has given the reader some "feel" for the
problem at hand .

Firm X, who wishes to relocate a feed mill to reduce

cos ts, has been fo r ced into this position by the condition desc rib ed
above .

Thi s f i rm is faced with importation of feed grains, use of

obsolete e quipment ,

farm compe ti t i on.

11

hidden 11 costs for conventional serv i ces, and on-

The reader can now see why this firm is concerned

and can probab ly safely predict that others should be also.
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CHA?TER II.

OPTIMUM LOCATION OF FEED MILL

In s olving the location problem, the writer developed a model
using discrete data.

This model generated an index of transp ortation

costs for inputs of feed ingredients and an index of transportation
costs for production output.

These added together gave an overall

transportat i on cost per cwt of feed . 1

The writer will assume that the

only variable i n the cost of feed ingredients and sales is the transportation cost .

This assumption implies that all the feed ingredients

are purcha s ed i n a purely competitive factor market (with constant
prices) and that all mixed feed products are sold in a purely competitive product market (with constant prices).

Hence, this assumption

implies that all other costs besides transportation costs are constant.

This assumes that labor costs, utility cos ts, equipment re-

pairs, and tax rates are the same at each location.
the same technology at each location.

It also assumes

Then, by holding the production

of plant X constant and vary ing its location, a minimum transportation
index was generated which indicated an optimum location for feed mill
X in terms of transportation costs of feed ingredients.
This optimum location was determined in the following manner:
First, all feed produced by the firm located at Draper was determined
from production records of firm X.

This was de termined for areas of

sale of the fin"shed product in the northern Utah-southern Idaho market
area.

There were 8 different areas of sale (Table 1).

Also, total

1 In this chapter, all references to hundred-weight will follow
the standard abbr~viation, cwt .
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amounts of each feed ingredient utilized were determined from the
records of firm X.
(Table 2).

There were 19 different feed ingredients utilized

Also determined from firm X and other transportat ion ex-

perts in the State of Utah were the transportation rates for feed
grains and feed ingredients (hereafter referr ed to as inputs) and for
the finished product (hereafter referred to as outputs).

The total

pounds of inputs and outputs were divided by 100 to get the data on a
cwt basis.

Then the transportation index of inputs at location Wj was

determined by multiplying each input total in· cwt's by its transportation rates (per cwt) to point Wj , summing, and div iding by the total
of all inputs utilized:
19
Zlj =
A

Where there ar e 1 9 different inputs (a 1 ) and 19 corresponding rates (rnl
and

Zlj = Transpo rtat ion index for inputs at location
wj
ai

A

j=l,2, .... 8

i=l, 2, .... 19

Transportation rate of specific input t o location
wj

and

(Wj is one of 8 different locations.)

= Amount of specific input utilized at location

Wj
rn

j =l, 2, . ... 8

j=l,2 , .... 8

n=l, 2, . .. . 19

= Total i nput ut i l ized a t l oca tion

wj

j=l,2, .. • . 8

2The formula is read as the sum of the produc t of ai times rn
(where ai is the amount of input used and rn is that inputs' transportation rate) for 19 different inputs, each with its own r ate.
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The transportation index for output for location Wj was determined in the same way as the index for inputs :
(2)

X

Where there are 8 different outputs (xk) and 8 corresponding rates (r£)
and

Z2j = Transportation index for outputs to location
Wj
Xk

(Wj is one of 8 different locations.)

Amount of output sold to location
Wj

ri

j=l , 2, .•.. 8

k=l,2, .... 8

Transportation rate for output delivered to location
wj

and

j=l,2, .... 8

j=l,2, •... 8

1=1,2, . . •. 8

Total output sold at location

X

Wj

j=l,2, .... 8

Where wj is:
Draper

wl

Brigham

w6

= Ws

w2

Tremonton

Layton

w3

Logan

W]

Ogden

w4

Preston

w8

Salt Lake

j=l,2, .... 8
Equations 1 and 2, (the index of transportation costs for inputs plus the index of transportation costs for outputs) added together give the total index of transportation cos ts at Wj.
8

(ail (ro)
A

Where

+

(3)

l:

k=l

Z =Total index of transportation costs at Wj.
This is the general expression for determining the index of

transportation costs at each of the points.

The writer started then

at Draper (Wl) utilizing

~he

rates for input and inputs utilized, out-

put rates at that point, and the sales to each area.
The plant was then moved to Salt Lake City (Wz) and the

~rans

portation rates for inputs and outputs were adjusted ac co rdingly.
To tal inputs and individual jnputs were held constant, as was output.
(Output was assumed to be the same at Salt Lake as it was at Draper.)
This process was repea ted for Layton (WJ), Ogden (W4), Brigham (W 5 ),
Tremonton (W6), Logan , (W7) and Preston (Ws)·
Tables 1 and 2 give the inputs (ai) that are utilized at Draper
and the outputs (xk) that are produced by Draper and sold from Draper
northward into southern Idaho.

The outputs are the values that are

held constant as the locations are varied.

Table 3 gives the trans-

portation rates (rn) for i nputs at the eigh t different locations.
Table 4 gives the transportation rates (r£) for outputs from the eight
differen t locations to the eight different sales areas.

8

Table 1.

Feed sold (xk) in the market area and
total feed produced at Draper,
1965a

Location

Pounds sold

Cwt sold {xkl

Draper

51,384,000

513,840

Salt Lake

9,242,600

92,426

Layton

1,456,000

14, 560

Ogden

2,472,080

24,721

Brigham

165,848

1,658

Tremonton

939,803

9,398

1,049,067

10,491

651 , 900

~

Logan
Preston

Total feed produced

67,361,297

Exk

~ X

acompiled by the writer from the records of firm X.

673,613
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Table 2 .

Inputs utilized (ai's) at Drap er , 1965a

Inputs

Cwt utilized (a;)

al
a2

-

- Local barley
Idaho barley

94,306
141,459

a3
a4

- Local oats
- Montana oats

26,944
40,417

as
a6

-

- Local feed wheat
Idaho feed wheat

43,111
10,778

a7
as
a9
a1 0
a11
a12
a13
a14
a1s
a1 6
a17
a1a
a19

-

Co rn
Milo
Bran
Beet pulp
Soybean meal
Cottonseed
Linseed, Midwest
Linseed, Montana
Di-Cal
Meat meal
Molasses, California
Molasses, local
Fat

67 , 361
134,723
47,153
6,736
13,4 72
13 ,47 2
1 , 684
1,684
6,736
13,472
3,368
3,368
~

A • 673,613
ainpu ts used were determined by mul tiplying the total volume of feed by the proportion of
each ingredient used . The proportions were obtained from Merrill Rushforth in an interview on
Februar y 15, 1966 . This procedure was used to
obtain amounts of feed i ngredients because there
was no record kept of inputs to the plant at
Draper ,
Source: Interview with Merrill Rushforth,
February 15, 1966. Mr. Rushforth in Manager in
Charge of Feed Operations, Intermountain Farmers
Association, Salt Lake City, Utah .

Table 3. Transportation rates (rn) for inputs
from point of or igin to various points in Utah
February, 1966

Feed
tllgTP.dt ents

Point of

Barley
Barley
Oats
Oats
Feed wheat
Feed wheat
Corn
Milo
Bran
Beet pulp
Soybean meal
Cottonseed
Linseed
Linseed
Di-Cal
Meat meal
Molasses
Molasses
Fa t

Local
Soda Springs, Ida.
Local

origin

Montana

Local
Idaho
Denver
Denver

Local
Local
Decatur, Ill.
Phoenix, Ariz.

Midwest
Montana
Florida
Local
California
Local
Local

DraE:er

Salt Lake

10
20 . 5
10
60
10
30
30
30
10
10
110
40.5
110
60
110
10.5
75
10
10

10
20.5
10
60
10
30
30
30
10
10
110
40.5
110
60
110
10.5
75
10
10

Point of destination
Layton Ogden Brigham Tremonton
Cents
10
20 . 5
10
60
10
30
30
30
10
10
110
40 . 5
110
60
110
10.5
75
10
10

10
20.5
10
60
10
30
30
30
10
10
110
40.5
110
60
110
10 .5
75
10
10

10
16 . 5
10
50
10
20
40
40
15.
10
120
50 . 5
120
50
120
10.5
85
10
10

10
16.5
10
50
10
20
40
40
15
10
120
50.5
120
50
120
10.5
85
10
10

Logan

Preston

10
16 . 5
10
50
10
20
40
40
15
10
120
50 . 5
120
50
120
10 . 5
85
10
10

10
16 . 5
10
50
10
20
40
40
15
10
120
50 . 5
120
50
120
10.5
85
10
10

Source: Interview , February 9, 1966, with L. H. Denkers, Traffic Manager for the Pillsbury Company, Ogden, Utah.
Interview, February 15, 1966, with Merrill Rushforth , Manager in Charge of Feed Operations, Intermountain Farmers Association, Salt Lake City, Utah.

for output of feed products
of firm X to eight locations, 1965

Table 4 .

Point of
origin

Drai!er

Transportation rates (r l')

Salt Lake

Layton

Point of destination
Ogden
Brigham
Cents

Draper

5.9a

8

Salt Lake

8

5.9

8

8

5.9

8

8

10

Tremonton

Logan

Preston

13 . 5

13.5

19

19

19

10

13 . 5

19

19

19

10

13.5

19

19

5.9

8

13.5

19

19

8

5.9

8

13 . 5

19

8

5.9

13 . 5

19

Layton

10

Ogden

13.5

10

Brigham

13 '. 5

13.5

10

Tremonton

19

19

13.5

13 . 5

Logan

19

19

19

19

13 .5

13.5

5. 9

8

Preston

19

19

19

19

19

19

8

5.9

a5 . 9~ was computed by the writer by taking a weighted average of the direct deliveries by Draper
at di ffer ent rates. The same 5 . 9~ is assumed to apply to all local deliveries.

Source: Interview February 9, 1966, with L. H. Denker s , Traffic Manager for the Pillsbury Company, Ogden, Utah .
Interv iew February 15, 1966, with Merrill Rushf orth, Manager in Charge of Feed Operations,
Intermountain Farmers Association, Salt Lake City , Utah .
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The computations following calculate the index 0f transportation
costs per cwt of input and output at the eight di=fcrent locations,
us i ng the following formula which has already been derived:
19
Zj = E
i=l

8

(ai)(r 0 ) + E
A
k=l

(xk)(r Q)
X

Transportation Index at Draper

(94,306)(.10) + (141,459)(.205) + (26,944)(.10) + (40,417)(.60) +
(43,111) ( .10) + (10,778)( . 30) + (67,361)(.30) + (134,723)(.30) +
(47,153)(.10) + (6,736)(.10) + (13 ,4 72)(1.10) + (13,472)( .405 ) +
(1,684) (1.10) + (1,684)(.60) + (6,736)(1.10) + (13,472)(.105) +
(3,368)( . 75) + (3,368)(.75) + (3,368)(.10) + (3,368)(.10) I 673,613 +
(513,840)(.059) + (92,426)(.08) + (14,560)(.10) + (24,721)(.135) +
(1,658)(.135) + (9,398)(.19) + (10,491)(.19) + (6,519)(.19) I 673,613
174,094.82 + 47,745.33
673,613
673,613

~

. 25844 + .07087 =

32 .9 3l~lcwt

Trans portation Index at Salt Lake
Since input rates do not change from Draper to Salt Lake (Table
3) and production is held constant, the input transportation index will
not change.

The output i nd ex will change at every point as the rates

change with each new location .(Table 4).
(513,840) (.08) = (92,426)( . 059) + (14,560)(9.08) + (24,721)(.10) +
(1,653)( . 135) + (9,398)(. 19) + (10,491)(.19) + (6,519)(.19) = 51,171.27

I 673 , 613
174 ,09 4 . 82 + 55,438.58
673 , 613
673,613

. 25844 + .0823

34.07~/cw t
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Transportation Index at Layton
Since input rates do not change from Draper :o Layton and production is held constant, the input transportation index will not change
(Table 3) .

The output i ndex will change at every point as the rates

change with each new location (Table 4).
(513,840)(.10) + (92,426)(.08) + (14,560)(.059) + (24,721)(.08) +
(1,658)(.10) + (9,398)( .135) + (10,491)(.19) + (6,519)(.19)
174 , 094.82 + 66 , 281 .23 = . 25844 + .09839 =
673,613
673,613

35 .683~/cwt

Transportation Index at Ogden
Since input rates do not change from Draper to Ogden and production i s held constant, th e input transportation index will not change
(Table 3).

The output index will change at every point as the rates

change with each new location (Table 4).
(513,840)(.135) + (92,426)(.10) + (14,560)(.08) + (24,727)(.059) +
(1,658)(.08) + (9,398)(1.35) + (10,491)(.19) + (6,519)(.19) I 673,613
12,747
174 , 094.82 + 85,867 . 61
673,613
673,613

. 25844 + .12747

38.591~/cwt

Transportation Index at Brigham
Since rate differ from Ogden to Brigham for inputs, an input
index must be computed as well as an output index (Tables 3 and 4) .
(94,306)(.10) + (141,459)(.165) + (26,944)(.10) + (40,417)(.50) +
(43,111)( . 10) + (10,778)(.20) + (67,367)( . 40) + (134,723)(.40) +
(47,153) ( .15) + (6,736)(. 10) + (13,472)(1.20) + (13,472)(.505) +
(1,684)(1.20) + (1,694)( . 50) + (6,736)(1.2) + (13,472)(.105) +

D
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(3,368)( . 85) + (3,368)(.10) I 673,613 + (513,840)(1.35) + (92,426)(1.35)

+ {14,560)(.10) + (24,721)(.08) + (1,658)(5.9) + (9,398)(.08) +
(10,491)(1.35) + (6,519)(.19) I 673,613
189,587.81 + 88,784 . 15
673,613
673,613

=

.28144 + . 13180

=

41.324clcwt

Transportation Index at Tremonton
Since input rates are the same at Tremonton as Brigham, the input index will not change from Brigham (Tables 3 and 4).
{513,840)(~19)

+ (92,426)(.19) + (14,560)(1.35) + (24,721)(1.35) +

(1,653)(.08) + (9,398)( . 059) + (10,491)( . 135) + (6,519){.19) I 673,613
189,587.81 + 123 , 835.49 = .28144 + .18383 = 46.527clcwt
673,613
673,613
Transportation Index at Logan
Since input rates are the same at Logan as

Tremon~on

and Brig-

ham, the input index will not change (Tables 3 and 4).

(513,840)( )l9) + (92,426)(.19) + (14,560)( .19) + (24,721)(.19) +
(1,658)(1.35) + (9,398)(.135) + (10,491)(.059) + (6,519)( . 08) I 673,613
=

.18599

189,587 . 81 + 125,286.98
673,613
673,613

. 28144 + .18599

46.743clcwt

Transportation Index at Preston
Since one input rate chantes, the input index will change
slightly (Tables 3 and 4).

(94,306)(.10) + (141,459)(.165) + (26,944){.10) + (40,417)(.50) +
(43,111)(.10) + (10,778)(.15) + (67,361)(.40) + (134,723)( . 40) +
(47,153)(.15) + (6,736)(.10) + (13,472)(1.2) + {13,472)(.505) +

15
(1,684)(1.2) + (1,684)(.50) + (6,736)(1.2) + (13,472)(1.05) +
(3,368)(.85) + (3,368)(.10) + (3,368)( . 10) I 673,613 + (513,840)(.19) +
!92,426)(.10) + (14,560)(.19) + (24,721)(.19) + (1,658)(.19) +
(9,398)( . 19) + (10 ,491) (.08) + (6,519)(.059) I 673,613 =
189,048.91 + 125,978 . 47
673,613
673,613

=

.28064 + .18701

= 46.756~1cwt

Conclusions
Constant demand
From t he above analysis, Draper is still the optimum location
in terms of transportation costs, as it has the lowest index of transportation costs per cwt.

The extra cost of transporting outputs from

points north of Draper back to the Draper-Salt Lake area offsets a ny
advantages gained by moving closer to the supply of feed grains.

The

exact relationship can be determined by looking at the Zlj and Z2j
(index of inputs and index of outputs).

By looking at the Z2j as we

move from Draper we see the index of output increases from

7~

to

19~.

At the same time, the index of inputs (Zlj) stays constant to Ogden
but rises from Brigham City northward (from

25~

to

28~,

indicating that

the cost of ingredients moving from the Midwest more than offsets gains
in lower barley prices to the north without considering the cost of
moving the output back to the market area.
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Change in demand3
In maki ng the above analysis,

w~

for firm X' s produc t has s tayed constant .
in terested in a more northerly location

hav e a ssumed that the demand
But s uppose firm X were still
How much would

th~y

have to

increase their market in the northern part of the state to make
ble t o locate the plant to the north of Draper ?

feasi-

In order to answer this

ques tio n, the kind of feed t o be produced would have to be known .

Since

the index of transportation costs for inputs rises with a fixed demand
as the firm moves further nort h, we would expect that, unless the firm
changes the composition of i ts inputs considerably, (so as to have a
higher proportion of barley and feed wheat) there would be no advantage
in moving north .
Si nce fi rm X gains by having lower costs on barley and feed
wheat by mov ing north, it must, in order to achieve a lower cost per cwt
for i nputs, i ncrease the pr oportion of the inputs that give a cost advantage as the firm i ncreases its share of the market .

Otherwise, if

the firm increased the amounts of input by the same proportion, by increasing demand it would gain no advantage in moving farther north .
The ques t i on that needs to be answered is how much will demand
have to increase before a plant located to the north would have per unit
output costs equal to t he index of transportation costs for outputs at
Draper ( . 07087c/cwt ).

3rt should be noted that a c hange i n demand from. location to location changes one of he wr i ter ' s basic assumptions . That is, when demand (sales) change& f rom location to location, the size problem is no
longer i ndep enden of the location problem , This is because a different
volume of sales would require a different size of plant whereas the
writer has as s umed constant sales and hence, a plant of the same size at
each lo cation .
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The a c tual figures in comput i ng the index of transportat io n
costs for ou tputs at Draper is:
54 7 , 7 ~5 . }3 =

. 0?087c/cwt

673, 6:!. 3 cwt
If the

~ nd ex

and total costs were known, t he amount of produc t

required to be sold could be ea sily computed as follows:
$47 , 745 . 33 ~ . 673,613 cwt
. 0708 7<; /cwt
And so, if fi rm X wanted to move i nto the north part of the market a rea (Box Elder , Ca che or Franklin counties) and manufacture feed ,
the amount of feed they •·auld have to s ell in this northern area in
order to get the i ndex of transportation costs for output equal to the
Draper locat ion wo uld be:
$115 ,9 71,27 ~ 1,636 . 394 cwt
, 0708 7<;/cwt
Where $115, 971.27 is the s imple average total trans portat i on,
costs of ouc puts at locations W5, W6, W7 and W8 .
This i nd icates that in order for a location in Box Elder, Cache,
or Franklin counties to even be considered, firm X must increase its
total sales f rom 673,613 cwt to 1,63 6 ,394 cwt, an increase of 962,781
cwt.

Accord i ng to a survey of Box Elder, Cache and Franklin counties
made by the writer , the total volume of feed grain utilized in the area
which was produced by commercial mills in 1965 was 1, 275,300 cwt. 4

In

4Data col l ected by the writer in a survey of feed manufacturers
during Dec ember, 1965, is not a part of this study and is unpublished ,
Data is i n the possessi on of the Extension Ec onomics Department of the
Extension Services, Utah State University . This figure represents the
amount produ ced in the mar ket area of Cache, Franklin, Oneida and Box
Elder counties ~hat was actually consumed .
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ord er for firm X to ev en consider moving north, they would have to capture or take away from c ompetitors in the Box Elder, Cache and

F~anklin

county areas 77. 9 percent of the existing market "
Or exami ning from another angle, total mixed feed utilized in
the area, including that sold by firm X, was 1,303,366 cwt.
firm X sold 28,066 cwt or 2.2 percent.

Of thi s ,

In order to get the index of

transportation costs per cwt equal to Draper's cost per cwt, they would
have to increase their share of the ma rket by 962,781 cwt or from 2.2
percent of total sales in the area to 73.8 percent .
Since it is virtually impossible for a firm to take this much of
a market over from competitors (and even if they did, they would have to
shift proportions of feed inputs heavily enough to barley and feed wheat
to overcome a 3C deficit in the transportation index of inputs).
only course of action to be followed by firm X is to remain in the
Draper area.

The
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CHAPTER III .

OPTIMUM SIZE OF PLANT

Since there is no cost data available for a general type feed
mill, the writer developed a model which can be used by firm X to answer the question of optimum size.l
The writer developed cost data for four specialized feed mills
producing only beef cattle feed.

The costs of equ ipment, construction

and buildings were supplied for the four mills by Carl Stevens, Jr . of
the Flour and Feed Mi lling Department of Kansas State University .2

The

mill sizes were 4 t on per hour, 9 ton per hour, 20 ton per hour, and 30
ton per hour.

(These mills are hereafter referred to as mills A, B, C,

and D respectively.)

From the cost data, the short run average total

cost curves were plotted by l et t i ng the firms operate aG different proportions of to tal capacity.3
cost curve was plotted.

From this, the long run average total

Assuming a fixed demand of 35,100 tons per

year, the intersection of the fixed demand and the long run average
total cost curve indicated the optimum size of plant in order to have
the lowest unit co st .
In developing the cos ts, the writer relied heavily upon a publication by Clark R. Burbee, Edwin T. Bardwell and Alfred A. Brown, entitled, Marketing New England Poultry , Economies of Broiler Feed Mixing
lsee Preface and Acknowledgements, p.v.
2see Appendix B, pp.60-69.
3Total capacity is defined as operating a full eight hour day
using full capability . For the rest of this chapter, whenever full
(total) capacity is mentioned, it will have meaning as defined in this
footno t e.
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and Distribution, published by the Agricultural Experiment Station of
the Univers i ty of New Hampshire as Bulletin 484 .

This publication is

referred to many times in this chapter in tables and in the text.

Be-

cause it is mentioned so often, i t will hereafter be referred to as the
Broiler Feed Mill Study.
It should be noted that the writer had developed a model for
this section before he became acquaint ed with the Broiler Feed Mill
Study and before he found that cost data were not available for a general purpose feed mill . 4

The modifying of the approach and the fact

that cost data were not available made the Broiler Feed Mill Study a
valuable aid to the writer.
In developing cost data for fixed and var iable costs, the writer
tried to make all assumptions fit what would happen in the real world.
But since the cos ts are being imputed, it is possible that there may be
inconsistencies.

However, this will not invalidate what is being done.

The writer will not use the final cost curves to make a decision but
will illustrate to firm X an analytical method by which they can answer
the question of optimum size of plant as data becomes available to them.
Determination of Costs
Variable costs
Production and maintenance labor costs.

Production and main-

tenance labor ls used in receiving, mixing, grinding and performing
miscellaneous duties in the feed mill.

The maintenance labor is only

used for ma1ntenance in the general sense of the word.

Specialized

jobs such as rewinding a burned-out motor are covered under another
4see Appendix A, pp. 52-53 .
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category, equipment repairs and services .

In determining the production

and maintenance labor costs (Table 5) the number of man equivalents required per 8 hour day for mill C for production and maintenance were
taken from the Broiler Feed Mill Study, page 12, Table 3, from mill C.
The number of man equivalents needed for mills A, B, and D were estimated by the writer (on the basis of differences in size of output) using
as a guide the man equivalents required by mills A', B', and E in the
Bro i ler Feed Mill Study , page 12, Table 3.
Wage rates were supplied by a feed manufacturer in the Salt Lake
area .

The rate of $2 . 39 per hour was used and was a simple average of

the high and low wage including a fringe benefit of $ . 37 per hour .
Utility cos ts .
water and fuel .

Utility costs include cos ts for electricity,

Electricity costs were determined by estimating the

kilowatt hours consumed per day and multiplying this by the current rate
per kilowatt hour .

Kil owatt hours were derived by multiplying the num-

ber of horsepower hours used per day times a conversion factor of . 746.
(The conversion factor was developed in the Broiler Feed Mill Study,
page 23.)

The rate per kilowatt hour of $.0164 was supplied by a feed

manufacturer in the Salt Lake area .
Water and fuel costs were used from the Broiler Feed Mill Study,
Table 10, page 25, as this data was not availab l e fo r other sources fo r
the specialized beef feed mills (Table 6) .
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Table 5 .

Mill

Annual production and maintenance labor cos ts for
four f eed mills producing beef cattle feeda

Annual
output
i n tonsb

Costs
Maintenance
Annual
Per ton
Dollars

Production
Annual
Per ton

Total
Annual
Per ton

A

8,320

14,913 . 60

1. 79

2,485 . 60

. 30

17,399 .20

2 . 09

B

18,720

20 , 879.04

1.12

4,971.20

.2 7

25,850 . 24

1.39

c

36,400

21,873 . 28

.60

4,971.20

. 14

26,844 . 48

. 74

D

62,400

23,861.76

.38

7,456 . 80

. 12

31,318.56

.50

acomputed by the wri ter from the Broiler Feed Mill Study, p.l2,
and cost data for the four beef feed mills (Appendix B). Also, see
text above .
boperating at 100 percent of capacity .

Table 6.

Item

Utility costs for four fe ed mills
producing beef cat tle feeda

B

c

D

8,320

18,720

36,400

62,400

4453.80

5597 . 80

8143 . 20

10,179 . 00

121.00

187 . 00

278 . 00

483 . 00

Fuel Oil

2088.00

4134.00

6094 . 00

11,318 . 00

Total

6662 . 80

10~018 .00

14, 515.20

. 21,980.00

$.80

$.54

$.40

$ . 35

A

Annual input
in tons

Dollars Eer year
Electricity
Water

Per ton

acomputed by the writer from the Broiler Feed Mill Study, p . 25 ,
and co st data for the four beef feed mills (Appendix B). Also see text
above.
boperating at 100 percent of capacity .
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Equipment repairs and services .

This category of variable costs

represents costs for replacing worn-out equipment and the hiring of
special mai ntenance people to do such things as rewind an electric motor
or make other repairs that ordinary personnel are not qualified to make.
The Bro i ler Feed Mill Study, page 26, was again used as a basis for determining these cost s .

The relationship used to estimate equipment re-

pair and service costs is that of the percent of new equipment invested
and the percent of capacity under which the mill is operated.

At 100

percent of capacity , the annual repair cos t is 6 . 5 percent of the equipment investment (Table 7).
Mill supplies , inventory costs and shrink .

Since the writer had

no emperical cost data on the four feed mills, the costs for these three
areas were taken directly from the Broiler Feed Mill Study, Table 11,
page 27, from mills A', B', C and E which correspond in size to beef
feed mills A, B, C, and D.

Mill supplies include lubricants, house-

keeping materials, and a number of miscellaneous materials.

Inventory

costs consist mainly of insurance and interest on the cos t of investment.

Shrinkage cos ts occur through loss of ingredients during handling, grinding or mixing processes.

Also, they may result from a loss

of moisture from the ingredients (Table 7).

Table 7.

Mill

Annual
output
in t r:m sb

Other cos tsa for four feed mills producing beef cattle feed 8

Equipment
repairs &
services

Annual

Per ton

Mill
SUJ1J1lies
Annual Per ton

Mis cellaneous
costs

Annual

I nventory
cos t e

Per ton

Annual

Per ton

Shrink
Annual Per ton

A

8,320

3,747.90

.45

978

. 12

3,110

.37

891

.11

1,810

. 22

B

18, 270

4,608 . 50

. 25

1,957

.10

5,250

. 28

1,781

. 10

3,617

. 19

c

36,400

6,750 . 00

.19

2,935

. 08

6,829

.19

2,673

.07

5,429

. 15

D

62 , 400

7,543 . 25

. 12

6,114

. 10

12,017

. 19

5,569

.09

11,310

.18

acomputed by the writer from t he Broiler Feed Mill Study , pp. 26- 27, and cost data for the four
beef feed mills (Appendix B) .
bop erat i ng at 100 percent of capacity .
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Fixed costs
Ow~ ership

cost s .

The ini t i al cost of a durable good is spread

over its productive life by deprec i ation .

Also, other

co s~s

such as

t axes , insur anc e, i nterest on i nv e stment, and ma i n enance ov e r head are

fixed in the short run s i nce they do not vary with output .

All equip-

ment for the mi ll was depreciated by the straight l i ne method over a
10 year period , except the boiler which was deprec i ated over a 15 year
period .

All buildings, grain storage, and fin ished storage are depre-

ciated by t he straight line method over a 25 year period .

Interest on

investment was assumed at a rate of 3.5 percent on the initial investment in equipment, buildings and other f acilities .

Property taxes were

based on the Salt Lake City , Utah valuation of 98 . 5 mills on 26 per cent
of all property .

The writer inc luded real proper ty ( buildings) in this

(which i s also valued at 98 .5 mills) 5 •
of taxable property.

The tax was then $9 . 85 per $100

Insurance and maintenance overhead ar e fixed costs

a nd are eac h determined at a rate of 1 percent of the initial investment.
The proc ess for finding thes e cos ts were taken from the Broiler Feed
Mill Study , pages 19-21 (Table 8).

5This data was supplied by a Sal t Lake feed manufacturer and is
in the possession of the writer .
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Table 8.

I tem
Annual ou t pu t
i n tonsb

Owners hi p costs f or four f eed mi lls
produc ing beef cat tle f eeda
(annual and per ton)

A

c

B

8, 320

D

36, 400

62,400

6,990 . 00
1,094.00

10,185 . 00
1,852 . 00

11,438 . 33
2,700 . 00

18' 7 20

Depreciat i on
Equipment
5,68 2 .67
Building & Facilities
496.00
Interest

3 ,007 . 90

4,436 .25

6,777 . 75

8,391.25

Tax e s

2 , 200 . 88

3, 269 . 36

4 ,959 . 37

6,140 . 00

Insurance

859 . 40

1,267 . 50

1,936 . 50

2.397.50

Maintenanc e

859 . 40

1,267 .50

1,936.50

2,397 . 50

13,106 . 25

18,304. 61

27,647 . 12

33 ,464.58

$1.53

$.98

$. 76

$ . 54

Total
Cost per ton

acomputed by the writer from the Broiler Feed Mill Study, pp .
19- 21, and cost data for the four beef feed mills (Appendix B).
bQperating at 100 percent of capac ity.

Administration and supervisory personnel costs .

Many adminis-

trativ e functions must be performed in a feed mill, inc luding management,
purchasing, quality control, office work and supervision of personnel .
Since no emper i cal data were available, costs were assumed to be the
same as for mills A', B', C and E in the Broiler Feed Mill Study, page
24 (Table 9) .
Miscellaneous costs .

These costs are such things as telephone,

licenses , legal fees, management travel expenses, subscriptions to professional magazines, office supplies, etc .

Once again, these costs
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wete assumed to be the same as for

th~

Bto1l er Feed M1ll Study , pa ge

(Table 7)
To '-al costs.

Table 12 1s a 6\llDJilar

cf ,; l l cos t E fox m1ll;; A,

B, C, and D operating at 100 percent of c apar.i t •
Effect On Costs \fhen Mill Was Operated
At Different Pr oportions
Of Total Capacity
Variable costs
Several a ssumptions were made i n determining what happened to
variable cost.s when the f.irm operated at di fferent proportions of tot.al
ca pac ity .

Since the writer is estimating va r1able costs from various

sources (mainly the Broiler Feed Mill Study, and cos t brochures for
4 ton per hour, 9 ton per hour, 20 ton per hour, and 30 t on per hour
mills from the Feed and Flour Milling Department, Kansas St.a t e University) as opposed to data collected from feed mills , a number of simplifying a ssumptions had t o be made . 6
When the writer says total capacity, he means tha t which is produ ced i n one eight hour day.

At less than full or tota l capacity would

6rt should be noted the writer intend ed to make these assumptions fit th e rea l world as closely as poss i ble . However , these
data are no t emp erical observat ions and hence cannot be used directly
as a decision making tool . But the point of this chapter is not to develop a cost da ta that mus t clo sely r epres en t the re<! l world; it is to
provide a method or model f or firm X to utilize in determining the
optimum si.ze of their plant as data becomes available . It shoul d be obvlous tha t. the assumption which wi ll be made in regard to wha t happens
to the variable costs as t he fir m operat es at different proport ions of
total capac ity will not detract from the model , T e only way to know
for certain what happens to variable costs is to have emperi~al evidenc e
whic h he writer doe s not have . Even if he did, the evidence would indicat e dif ferent relat ionships among c hanges in variable costa as output
changed among diff erent kinds of feed mills . It might even i nd icate
different r e lationships among changes n variable cos t s as mills operated a t d iffer ent propor tions of total ca paci t y among sim ilar fe ed mill s
at varied l ocations .
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be s ome oper a ting t i me of l ess than ei ght hours while

g re a te~

t han t ota l

capa c 1ty refers t o operat i ng t he m1ll fo r longer t han ei ght hours .

Table 9 , Admi ni st rative per s onnel cos t sa fer f our f e~d mi lls
producing beef cattle f eed (annua l and per ton) b

Personnel

Manag er

A

B

c

D

8,320C

18,720c

36,400C

62,400C

4,375

6 , 875

10,000

12 ,500

Ass is t an t manager

3, 500

Formulat i on, analysis and
quality control

1,350

1,800

2,250

3,150

Foreman

3,150

4 ,900

7,000

7,000

Bookkeeper

1,625

2,925

4,225

7,800

Typ ist r ecords

1,400

2,450

3,3 25

5, 77 5

675

900

1,125

1,575

12,575

19,850

27,925

45 ,200

$1. 51

$1. 06

$. 77

$ . 72

Ass i stant foreman

Steno bookkeeper
Tota l
Cost per ton

3,900

8
Sal a ries based on an annual salary for manager, $12,500, ass istant manager, $10,000, formulation , $9,000, foreman, $7 ,000, assista nt
f oreman, $6,000, bookkeeper, $6 , 500 , typist records, $3 ,500, steno bookkeeper, $4,500 .

bTaken from the Bro iler Feed Mill Study, p . 2~ .
CAnnual output in tons operat i ng at 100 perc ent of c apa ci ty .

First of all, as a firm operates at smaller and smaller or larger and larger proportions of its total capacity, its labor requirements
both fo r production and maintenance also get smaller or larger.

But how
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the

n~ed

feed mi ll
co~ts

for labor
be ~ng

decreas~s

considered .

or increases would depend en the kind of

The writer w!ll assume that tha labor

change by one-half as much the change in production.

For

exam~le ,

production l abor costs were $21,873 . 28 for firm C at full capacity
(ope=ating at full capab i l ity for eight hours) .

Under the writer ' s

assump tion, a t 90 percent of capacity, (7 . 2 hours) l abor costs would be

$20,771.62, or 95 per cent of $21,873.28 .
made for u tilities .

The same assumptions will be

Fer utilities in actual experience, it is found

that as fewer kilowa t t hours are used, the rate per hour will tend to
riae .

Since these data are not available nor necessary for the writer's

purpo ses , the assumptions will not invalidate the model .
Equipment repa:!.rs and services were determined at less than

total capacity according to a function developed in the Broiler Feed
Mill Study, page 26.

At full capacity (100 percent of capacity) the

total cost for equipment repair was 6 . 5 percent of initial equipment investment .

Then as the mill operated at lesE than total capacity , the

percentage became less and less according to a linear relationship .
That t his linear relationship is valid when the mill is operated at
greater than total capacity is not clear to the writer.

It seems that

the function would become more nearly vertical and the expendi tur es on
equipment repa i rs would increase at a greater rate .

At 125 percent of

total capacity , the writer will assume a rate of 9 percent of the in··
1t1al equ ipment i nvestment and at 150 percent of capacity, a rate of 12
percent will be assumed .
All ether variable costs will be assumed to increase or decrease
~n

the same proporti0n as increases or decreases i n production (T&ble

10-- 16) ,
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Fixed co:ts
Sinc e in the short run the fixed costs do not vary with output,
the r a lculat! on of fixed cost per un1t is uncomplicated .

The number of

units produced is divided into the unchanged total fiXed cost for each
cost area at all level s of production (Tables 10--16).
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Table 10 . Summary of feed manufacturing costs
for operating four feed mills
producing beef cattle feed
operating at 150 percent
of capacitya

Item
Tons manufactured annually

A

c

B

12,480

28,080

D

54,600

93,600

Dollars per ton
Labor:
Production

1.49

. 93

.so

.32

.25

.22

.11

.10

Utilities

.67

. 45

.33

.29

Equipment repairs

.55

. 30

.23

.15

Mill supplies

.12

.10

. 08

.10

Inventory costs

. 11

.10

.07

.09

Shrink

.22

.19

.15

.18

Total variable costs

3.41

2.29

1.47

1.23

Ownership costs

1.05

.65

.so

.36

Administrative & supervisory 1.01

.71

.51

. 48

.25

. 19

.13

. 13

2.31

1.55

1.14

.97

5.72

3 . 84

2 . 61

2.20

Maintenance

Miscellaneous
Total fixed cost
To tal cost

acomputed by the writer from Tables S--9 and from assumptions
made by the writer (see text).
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Table 11 . Summary of feed manufacturing costs
for operating four feed mills
producing beef cattle feed
operating at 125 percenta
of capacityb
Item
Tons manufactured annually

B

A

10,400

23,400

c

0

45,400

78,000

Dollars per ton
Labor:
Production

1. 61

1.00

. 54

. 34

Maintenance

.27

.24

. 12

. 11

Utilities

.72

.48

.36

.32

Equipment repairs

.so

.27

.21

.13

Mill supplies

.12

.10

. 08

.10

Inventory coats

.11

. 10

.07

.09

Shrink

.22

.19

.15

.18

Total variable cost

3.55

2 . 38

1.53

1.27

Ownership costs

1.26

.78

.61

. 43

Administrative & supervisory 1.21

.85

. 61

. 58

Miscellaneous

.30

.22

. 15

.15

2. 77

1.85

1.37

1. 16

6.32

4 . 23

2.90

2 . 43

Total fixed cost
Total cost

aTotal capacity is based on an 8-hour day. Hence, 125 percent
of total capa ci t y would be the amount produced in 10 hours.
bcomputed by the writer from Tables 5--9 and from assumptions
made by the writer (see text).
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Table 12 . Summary of feed manufacturing costs
for operating four feed mills
producing beef cattle feed
operating at 100 percent
of capacitya

Item

B

A

Tons manufactured annually

8,320

18,720

c

D

36,400

62,400

Dollars 2er ton
Labor:
Production

1. 79

1.12

.60

.38

.30

.26

.14

. 12

Utilities

. 80

.54

.40

.35

Equipment repairs

.45

.25

. 19

.12

Mill supplies

.12

.10

.08

.10

Inventory costs

.11

.10

. 07

.08

Shrink

.22

.19

.15

.18

Total variable cost

3 . 79

2.56

1. 63

1.34

Ownership costs

Maintenance

Administrative

&

Miscellaneous
Total fixed cos t
Total cost

1. 58

.98

.76

.54

supervisory 1.51

1.06

.77

.72

.37

. 28

.19

.19

7.25

4 .88

3.35

2 . 79

7.25

4.88

3.35

2 . 79

acomputed by the writer from Tables 5--9 and f r om assumptions
made by the writer (see text) .
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Table 13. Summary of feed manufacturing costs
for operating four feed mills
producing beef cattle feed
operating at 90 per cent
of capacitya

A

Item

Tons manufactured annually

7,488

B

16,848

c

D

32 ,7 60

56,160

Dollars 2er ton
labor:
Production

1.89

1.18

. 63

.40

.32

.28

.14

.13

Utilities

. 85

.56

.42

.37

Equ ipment repairs

.45

. 25

. 19

. 12

Mill s uppli es

. 12

.10

. 08

.10

Inventory costs

.ll

.10

.07

.09

Shrink

.22

.19

.15

.18

Total variable cost

3.96

2.66

1. 68

1.38

Ownership costs

1. 75

1.09

. 84

.60

supervisory 1.67

1.18

.85

. 80

.41

.31

.21

.21

3 .83

2. 58

1. 90

1.61

7.79

5.24

3.58

3.00

Maintenance

Administrative

&

Miscellaneous
Total fixed cost
Total cost

acomputed by the writer from Tables 5--9 and from assumptions
made by the writer (see text ) .
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Table 14 . Summary of feed manufacturinc costs
for operating four feed mills
producing beef cattle feed
operating at 80 percent
of capacitya

Item

A

Tons manufactured annually

6,656

B

14,976

c

D

29,120

49,920

Dollars 12er ton
Labor:
Production

2.02

1.25

.68

.43

Maintenance

. 34

.30

.15

.13

Utilities

. 90

.60

.45

.40

Equipment repairs

.45

.25

.19

.12

Mill supplies

.12

.10

.08

.10

Inven t ory costs

.11

.10

.07

.09

Shrink

.22

.19

.15

.18

Total variable cost

4.16

2.79

1.77

1.45

Ownership costs

1. 97

1. 22

.95

.67

supervisory 1. 90

1.33

.96

. 91

.47

.35

. 23

. 24

4.34

2.90

2.14

1.82

8.50

5.69

3.91

3 . 27

Administrative

&

Miscellaneous
Total fixed co sts
Total costs

acomputed by the writer from Tables 5--9 and from assumptions
made by the writer (see text).
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Table 15 . Summary of feed manufacturing costs
for operating four feed mills
producing beef cattle feed
operating at 70 percent
of capacitya

Item
Tons manufactured annually

A

5,824

B

c

D

13,104

25,480

43,680

Dollars per ton
Labor:
Production

2.18

1.35

.73

.46

. 36

. 32

.17

. 15

Utilities

. 97

.65

.48

.43

Maintenance

Equipment repairs

.45

.25

.19

.12

Mill supplies

.12

. 10

.08

.10

Inventory costs

.11

.10

.07

. 09

Shrink

.22

.19

.15

. 18

Total variable cos ts

4.41

2 . 96

1.87

1.41

Ownership cos ts

2.25

1.40

1.09

. 77

Administrative & supervisory 2.16

1.51

1.10

1.03

.53

.40

.27

.28

4.94

3.31

2.46

2 . 08

9 . 35

6.27

4.33

3 . 49

Miscellaneous
Total fixed costs
Total costs

acomputed by the writer from Tables 5--9, and from assumptions
made by the writer (see text ).
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Table 16 . Summary of feed manufac turing costs
for ope rating four feed mills
produc i ng beef cattle feed
operating at SO percent
of capacitya

Item

A

Tons manufactured annually

4.160

B

9,369

c

D

18,200

31,200

Dollars Eer ton
Labor:
Production

2.68

1. 67

.90

. 57

Maintenance

. 45

.40

.20

.18

1. 20

.80

.60

.53

Equipment repairs

.46

.26

.19

.13

Mill supplies

.12

. 10

. 08

.10

Inventory cos ts

. 11

.10

.07

.09

Shr i nk

.22

. 19

.15

. 18

Total variable cos ts

5.24

3.52

2.19

1. 78

Ownership costs

3.15

1.96

1.52

1. 07

&

supervisory 3 . 02

2.12

1. 53

1.45

.74

. 56

.38

.39

Total fixed cos t

6.91

4 . 64

3.43

2 . 91

12.15

8.16

5.62

4 . 69

Ut ilities

Administrative
Miscellaneous

Total cos t

acomputed by the writer from Tables 5--9, and from assumptions
ma de by the writer (see text).
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Optimum Size Plant
The data from Tables 10--16 are plotted in Figure 1.

The points

on the short r un av erage total cost curves represent the operation of
ea c h mill at the d i fferent proportions of total capacity .

The long run

av erage total cost curve is negatively sloped, but beg i ns to level off.
This indicat es a decreasing cost industry which may be approaching a
constan t cost situation or may even be approa ching an increasing cost.
Where the fixed demand intersects the long run average total
cost curve indicates the size of mill that should be built for lowest
unit cos t s .

This mill wo uld pr oduce 35 ,100 tons of feed per year at a

cost of $3 . 35 per ton, operating 12 hours per day. 7
By working backwards it is possible to impu te all of the costs
assoc i ated with a mill of the capa city necessary to pr oduce the 35,100
tons of feed per year .
s i ze .

We know tha t it is between mills B and C in

Since the composition of i ts product will be the same, then the

equipmen t required and the other inputs will fall somewhere between

7The writer will assume tha t this is the low point i n the short
run average total cost curve . To operate at more than 12 hours per day
(150 percent of capacity) would cause per unit cos ts to begin to increase . In actuality, the short run average total cost curves for these
fo ur mil l s were still dec reas i ng when operating at 12 hours per day .
However, it i s certain that they cannot continue to decrease. At s ome
point i n time, more production labor will have to be hired . A shift of
supervisory labor would have to be hired, which will i ncrease fixed
cos t . As equ i pment is used 16 and 20 hours a day, maintenance costs
will go up qui t e s teeply . In sum , the effect of these changes will
cause the cost per ton of feed produced to begin to increase . This ,
however, will not change the analysis . The low point on the short run
average total cost curve will still be a part of the long run average
total co s t curve . And the intersection of the assumed demand with the
long run averag e total cost curve will still indicate the size of mill
to be bu ilt for least cost produc t ion per unit.
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mills B and C.

Hence, we can impute the costs associated with this mill

fro m the costs as sociated with mills B and C.
In order to make the above analysis , the writer has picked a
series of four mi lls varying i n size from 32 tons per day to 240 tons
per day .

The long run average total cost curve associated with these

four mills was constructed.

As noted, this curve was still decreasing

sl ightly at the low point of mill D.

The question should be raised as

to what might happen if a larger fixed demand were required that was
produced by mill D at the low point on the short run curve.

If a short

run average total cost curve were cons tructed for a mill E (with greater capac ity than mill D) we could expect at some point the long run
average total cost curve to turn up .

If fixed demand fell in this area

it would then be logical to build two feed mills wi th lower per unit
costs.

The main thing is to know what the long run average total cost

curve looks like over the range which is being considered .
Also, it should be pointed out that there are very averted
economies of scale associated with the larger beef feed mills (mills C
and D).

In other words, costs per unit of output decrease quite rapidly

with an increase in the size of plant.

(The long run average total cost

curve falls quite steeply at the low points of mills A and B and then
lev els off for mills C and D.)

What has caused this rapid decline in

the long run average total cost curve ?

To answer thi s question, the

writer wi ll go back to assumpt ions that he has made .

Much of the cost

data for thi s section came from the Broiler Feed Mill Study .

In Table

all the data was taken directly from the Broiler Feed Mill Study .
Table 7 shows a rapid decline in the cost per ton of equipment repa irs
and services for mills A and B.

Also, produc tion and maintenance labor
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costs dec line rapidly for mills A and Bon a per unit bas is (Table 5).
The empirical data from the Broiler Feed Mill Study ind ica t es that the
total cost of oper a ting equipment do not i ncrease as r apidly as the
pr oduction costs .

Also , labor costs do not increase proportionately

with t he plant size .

This is in part due to one assumpt ion by the

writer tha t overtime rates are not in effect when operating a longer
than 8-hour shif t due t o a split shift arrangement which would be
possible i n the Salt Lake City area.
The economies of scale noted in mi lls C and D are due to two
thing s .

Fir s t, the empLrical data from the Broiler Feed Mill Study

indicates that the actual mills observed had eco nomie s of scale in the
larger mills .

Secondly , the writer has made cer tain a ssumptions >Jhich

tend to a ccentuate this emp±rical data .

Henc e, the hypothetical be ef

feed mills in this section show accented econom i es of scale .
Conclusions
This then provides a model f r amework which can be used by firm X
to de termi ne the size of mill they should build .

Cos ts mus t be gathered

from engineering firms for the kind of mill wanted by firm X for sever al
mills of varying capacities .

Then the variable cos ts and fixed costs

per unit of output must be calculat ed .

From this data a series of short

run cost curves can be constructed along with the long r un average to tal
cost curve .

Assuming a g i ven level of demand (sales ) the intersection

of t he long r un average total cost curve with the demand wi ll indica te
the size of plant t o be built and approximately the cos t per un i t of
output .

Dollars per ton

$12
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\
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CHAPTER I V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Lo cation Problem

I t has been shown t hat Draper is the best locat i on f or firm X
t o bu i ld a new f eed mill (considering transportat i on co sts to be t he
only variable cost in gathering t he inputs and assuming a fixed demand
at each l ocation) .

Even without the fa c tor of cos ts for outpu t s being

much higher in the northern locations, Draper is still the best location f or t he transportation costs for inputs are higher in the northern part of the state t han they are in Draper .

In other words, the

advantage gai ned by moving closer to the supply of feed grains i s offse t by hav ing to move feed ingredients from the Midwest further north .
And s o unless f irm X were to suddenly change t he proportion of their
mix more heav ily to the feed grains found i n the northern part of the
state, then there is no advantage in moving to the north.
Size Problem
A model, or analyti cal framework has been provided whereby firm
X can det ermine what size of a plant it should build .

Cost data was

provided for four different sizes of oeef feed mi lls .

Then fixed and

variable costs were computed for operating these mills at various proportions of t o tal capac i ty .

From these cos t data, s hort run average

t otal cost curves were drawn along with the long run average total cost
curves (from the low points of the short run curve) .

The intersect i on

of this long run average total cost curve wi th a fixed amount of sales
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~nd~ c ated

the SLZe of plant to be bu1lt by a firm (as long as the inter-

sec t i on was where the long run average total cost curve was negative in
e lope or zero in slope ) .

If the 1ntersection of the fixed sales (de-

mand) and the long run average total cost happened where long run aver age total cost was increasing (had a posit iv e slope) then a firm should
build two small er size plants with lower unit costs than those associated with the larger plant .
Hence, firm X can fol low the model provided in Chapter III in
answer i ng the question of optimum size.
Other Considerations
Spec ial ized U.S . General Purpose Mills
The Broiler Feed Mill Study poi nt s up an i nteresting fact.
Namely, specialized feed mill s have lower unit costs than general purpo s e feed mills .

Firm X should carefully consider this as they examine

the breakdown of their sales.
Should fi rm X consider the possibility of building two specialized feed mills ?

One located in Draper could produce laying mash and

other poultry feed; and the other could be located in the north and
produce da i ry and beef rations.

Hence, the northern plant would realize

savings for the ingredients it would use which are found in excess in
the nor t hern Utah-southern Idaho area .

Also, dairying and beef cattle

feeding are the pr i ncipal liv es t ock operations in that area .
While i t is beyond the scope of this work to provide concrete
answers to these quest ions, the writer feels that it should be pointed
ou t .
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Changes i n Demand
Also, beyond the s cope of thi s work are changes in demand .

It

is very im por t ant for firm X to anticipate t he changes that they will
hav e in demand .

In what d i rection wi ll there be change ?

What class of

cus tomer should they be prepared to serve in 5 or 10 years ?
best (least cost) way to gain access to the market?
comprise the market in 5 or 10 years ?

What livestock will

What will be the impact of tech-

nology on the manufacturing process in 5 or 10 years ?
nology affect consumption patterns ?

How is the

How will tech-

There are a host of questions and

areas that need to be under surveilance by firm X.

Once again, these

quest i ons are beyond the scope of this work but need to be pointed out .
Finally, the writer would like to emphasize to firm X that there
are several analytical techniques which can be of great value to firm X.
One of these is linear programming which can tell the least cost combination for some specific ration or can predict the least cost method
of transporting factors of production or finished product.

However, all

of these tools of the economist of necessity rely on good data.
only good data is that that is recorded.

And the

And so it would be to the

advantage of firm X to update its system of keeping records so as to
have the best information available at all times for decision making
purposes .
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UTAH STATE UNIVERS ITY
EXTENSION

SERVICES

January 12, 1966

Dr . Robert Schoeff
Marketing Specialist
Formula Feed Extension
Mi l l i ng Industr i es Building
Manhattan, Kansas
66504
Dear Dr . Schoeff:
We ar e working on a feed study of the northern Utah and southern Idaho
a r ea trying to determine the feasibility of locating more modern mills
in this area which is closer to the feed grain supply center of southern
Idaho and Montana . In analyzing this problem, we intend to use a linear
programming technique and in order to do so, we need some cost data on
different sizes of feed mills. We understand that you have such information available and would appreciate being able to receive copies of
i t.

Could you also please send us any information which you have relating to
the feed manufacturing industry which you feel might be helpful or of
interest to us in pursuing this problem. We need to have this infer~
mation by February 1 . Would it be possible for you to help us on this
matter ? Any suggestions which you have would be appreciated.
Thank you very much for your help .
Sinc erely,

Morris D. Whitaker
Stat is tical Analyst
MDW/klr
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE
OF KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY

January 24 , 1966

Mr . Morris D. Whitaker
Statistical Analyst
Ex tension Service
Utah State University
Logan , Utah
84321
Dear Mr. Whitaker:
So r r y f or the delay in answering your letter of January 12,
but have been out of my office during the past ten days .
Was glad to learn of your plans to do a plant feasi bility
study for northern Utah . We have some information on feed mill costs
as gleaned from trade papers and personal visits to new mills in
Kansas and other areas across the United States. I do not have this
data compiled in any orderly fashion, according to size or type of mill
(custom or full line). Very few feed mills are built alike due to different capabilities needed, geographic considerations and owner preferences. Costs today range from $50,000 depending on size and complexity.
I don't like to disappoint you, but there has been no studies
made to my knowledge that would provide all the information I believe
you want . Keep hoping to be relieved of some of my extension responsibilities in order to do some economic research to provide the kind
of information you have requested .
Mr. Car l Stevens, formerly of our Formula Feed Extension staff,
worked up some estimated cos t figures for feed mills t o be used by commercial feedlots in Kansas. These were investment figures only--not
operating costs . A set of this data is enclosed for your information .
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I have gone through our reference f1les a nd pull ed copies of
material s that may be of interest and value to ~ou. There is one USDA
publ icat ion of which our supply is exhaus t ed t hat may help you . The
data 1s 10 years old but it is the only study of i ts kind . Marketing
Re search Report No . 388, "Costs of Procuring Manufactur i ng and Dist r i buting Mixed Feeds in the Midwest" , USDA, Washington, D. C.
The 1961 Feed Production Handbook co ntains ra ther complete data
on mill layout and costs fo r our feed mills of different capacities:
30 , 100 , 200 and 400 tons per eight hour day . A copy should be in your
Univers ity Library under catelog number 61-17116 . Dr. Lorin Harris may
have a copy in his personal library .
l et me know if I can be of further help.
Sincerely,

Robert W. Schoeff
Marketing Specialist
Formula Feeds
RWS:bam
Enclosures
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UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
EXTENSION

SERVICES

fe br uary 1, 1966

Mr . Car l J . Vos loh, Jr .
Agricultural Economist
Marketing Economics Division
Economic Research Service

u.s.D.A.

Washington , D. C.
Dear Mr . Vosloh:
I am currently engaged in doing a feasibili t y study in the feed mixing
industry . In particular, I have been asked to determine t he feasibility
of re-locating a feed mill with better access to feed grains as a prime
consideration .
I have been reading Mar ke t ing Research Report No. 564, "Labor and Capi tal for Mixing Formula Feeds", published by the U.S . D.A. under your
name . In the summary you state that the model s were developed from
records on feed manufacturer s in 34 states. You also indicated that
all of these manufacturers supplying data use comparable record keepi ng techniques.
I need total cos t informa t ion for feed mills of varying sizes from the
smallest (30 tons or so) and then 40, 60, 80.• 100, 150, 200 , 300 , and
400 tons per 8-hour day. Would it be possible for you to send me total
costs for feed mills of these sizes or any other sizes from 30 tons to
400 tons on a similar breakdown to that in Table 6 on page 13 of the
above mentioned report? I need this information to develop · a criterian
f unction to determine an optimum size for this feed mill.
Would you please indicate to me at your earliest convenience whether or
not this information is available and if it is not, could you please
indicate to me where I could obtain this information .
Thank you very much for your considera tion.
you soon .

Sincer ely,

Morr is D. Whitaker
Sta tistical Analyst
MDW/jm

I am hoping t o hear from
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE
WASHINGTON, D. C.

20250

February 8, 1966
AIRMAIL
Mr . Morris D. Whitaker
Utah Sta t e University
Extension Service
Logan, Utah
84321
Dear Mr . Whitaker:
Thank you for your l etter of February 1 . Your f easibility study sounds
most interesting and I would appreciate receiving any information rel eased concerning this work.
The records referred to in Marketing Research Report No. 564 are for
production input and output data only. These records do not cover the
total cos t for the firm . The Feed Production School emphasizes record
keep i ng by the production supervisor or manager . I did obtain several
cost of production records in my survey, but believe these would be of
little value to you .
Enclosed is a copy of a report by Clark Burbee, a member of our field
staff i n St . Paul, Minnesota. His address is MED, ERS, 212 Haecker
Hall, Institute of Agriculture, St. Paul, Minnesota
55101 . You may
want to contac t him since his study covers the same basic size plants
mentioned in your letter . At the present time he is reworking some of
these data using cost data and assumptions for the North Central region .
I am so rry I cannot provide more information.
if you have any further questions .
S~ncerely

Please feel free to write

yours ,

Carl J . Vosloh, Jr.
Agricultural Economist
Marketing Economics Division
Enclosure
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UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
EXTENSION

SERVICES

Febr uary 1 0, 1966

Mr . Cla r k Burbee
MED , ERS
212 Ha ecker Hall
I nst i t ute of Agriculture
St . Paul, M nnesota
55101
Dea r Mr . Burbee:
I wrote to Mr . Carl J . Vosloh, Jr . , Agricultural Economist in ERS, request1ng i nformation on total cost of operating feed mills of varying
s i zes from the smallest (30 ton or so), 40, 60, 80 , 100, 200, 300, and
400 tons per 8-hour day . He indicated to me that he did no t have this
i nformat i on and enclosed a copy of a report under your name which explore s i n part the cost structure of eight different sizes of broiler
feed mi lls . I was very interested to see your short run average total
cost and long run average total cost anal ysis on page 30 in relation to
economi es of size .
I am currently trying to gather cost data on various sizes of feed mills
i n or der t o pr edict an optimum size plant in relation to per unit costs
of output . Thi s mill would be a general type of feed mill manufacturing
poultry {layi ng hen) mash, dairy rations and beef rations . I am at a
lo ss a s to know where I can get cost information that might be useful to
me, and I was wondering if you might have something on this, or, if not,
c ould r e c ommend a source .

I am working under a deadline and would appreciate hearing from . you as
s oon a s poss i ble . Thank you very much for your help . in this . matter.
Si ncerel y ,

Mor ris D. Whitaker
Statistical Analyst
MDW/ kl r
F. S. I really enjoyed your bulletin 484 which was sent to me by
Mr . Vos l oh .
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE

February 15, 1966

Mr. Morris D. Whitaker
Statistical Analyst
EKtension Services
Utah State University
Logan, Utah
84321
Dear Mr . Whitaker:
In regards to your letter of February lOth, I do not have information
that would be very useful to your study. The type of mills you are
considering in your analysis have a somewhat unique mix, one that we
haven't considered. All our research in process or contemplated consists of economic analysis of specialized poultry feed mills for either
the Northeast or Midwest. The type of mill in your analysis would
differ in terms of technology, operating efficiency , and ingredient
storage requirements because of the product mix and their location.
I do not know of any source of information to assist you in your study.
At present, there is very little research in this area. I can keep you
informed of progress in our studies regarding manufacture of poultry
mash feeds and turkey mash and pelleted feeds if you wish. However,
interpretation and application of the results to Utah conditions should
be made with a note of caution.
Sincerely yours,

Clark R. Burbee
Agricultural Economist
~h
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UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
EXTENSION

SERVICES

February 17 , 1966

BUTLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
74 00 East 13th Street
Kans as Ci t y , Missouri
64108
Dear Sir:
I am currently trying to gather cost data on various sizes of feed mills
in order to predict an optimum size plant in relation to per unit cost
of output . This mill would be a general type of feed mill, manufacturing poultry , dairy and beef r ations.
I need total cost information for feed mills of va rying sizes from the
small es t ( 30 tons a day or so), 40, 60, 80, 100, 150, 200, 300 and 400
tons per 8-hour day. I need this cost broken down on the basis of
direct fixed costs and variable costs in relation to labor, utilities,
equ i pment repairs, mill supplies, inventory . shrink, ownership, administrat ive and supervisory and miscellaneous. I need these costs for eac h
of the sizes of mills mentioned above, operating at 100 percent of
capacity , 80 perc ent of capacity, 60 percent of capacity, 40 percent of
capacity and 20 percent of capacity.
Do you have any information such as this or, if not, could you suggest
where it might be available?
Any help you could give me would be very much appreciated . I am working
on a deadline and would appreciate hearing from you one way or another
on this matter as soon as possible.
Thank you very much for your help.
Sincerely,

Morris D. Whitaker
Statis tical Analyst
and Researcher

Identical let ters also sent to MEC Company and Halverson Corrugating
Works Company
MDW/klr
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M-E-C COMPANY
NEODESHA, KANSAS

66757

March 3, 1966

Mr . Morris D. Whitaker
Utah State University
Extension Services
Logan, Utah
84321
Dear Mr . Whitaker:
In response to your letter of February 17, we are not in a position to
assist you with your request for operating costs on various size feed
mills operating at various levels of capacity. The M-E-C Company engages in the design, fabri cation and erectlon of feed manufacturing
plants all over the United States .
It is my suggestion that you write to Mr . Jerry Karstens, American Feed
Manufacturers Association, 53 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois.
This organization should have various research reports done in the
general area about which you are inquiring .
Yours truly,

Dave Parker
President
DMP/js
Enclosure
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L

.I . HALVERSON CORRUGATING WORKS

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

84101

March 5, 1966
Mo rris D. Whi ta.ker
Utah State Uni vers i ty
Extene!on Servi ces
Logan, Utah
84321
Dear Morr i s:
Please accept our apologies for not answering sooner, and that
this reply will be of little value to you .
Unfortunately, we do not
al statistics , this is rarely of
I s uggest you contact Feedstuffs
Minneso ta, and Feeds Illustrated
Illinois.

have any meaningful data on operationprimary concern to our customers. May
Magazine at P.O. Box 67 of Minneapolis,
at 15 West Huron Street, Chicago,

Before you put these questions to these people may I offer a
few suggest i ons . The questions you ask are too ambiguous to be answered . Firs t of all, what type of feed plant are you talking about? There
are roller mills, pellet mills, hammermills, etc . Cost of installation
and operation vary widely .
Secondly, what i s required besides the basic mill ? Conveyors,
mixers , elevators, bo i lers, storage , buildings, elect r ical , and a host
of other considerations must be accounted for .
Furthermore, you state you are . interes t ed in 30 to 400 ton per
eigh t hour day units . A 400 ton per day unit would be equal to about
twenty five percent of the output of the entire state of Utah, and could
cost five t o t en mi llion dollars or more . Anyone loo king for a unit
l i ke this i n this area is af era tax write off .
One final thought . You cannot expect great detail no matter how
well expressed your questions are . Presently we are working on a 100
ton p lant i n Phoenix. Most of t heir physical plant is already there.
The eng i neer ing on this fully automated and most modern plant in the
West will be about $15,0 00 . 00 . This should give you an idea of the
complica ions invo l v ed .

Yours truly,

L. J . HALVERSON CORRUGATING WORKS
Richard Halverson
RPH/m
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BUTLER MANUFACTURIKG COMPANY
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

64126

March 8, 1966
U ah Sta t e Univers i ty
Extension Ser v i c e
Logan , Ut a h
84321
Mr . Morr i s D. Whitaker
St a ti s ical Analyst & Resear che r
Dea r Mr . Whi taker:
When I re turned from out of the city, I rece ived your le t ter in regar ds t o cos t data and various sizes of feed mi lls for your research
wor k .
I am sor r y to s ay that we do not have the cost information for feed
mills varyi ng in sJ.Zes from 30 tons a day up to 400 tons . We do sell
our component par t s, bu i ld i ngs, tanks and Stor-0-Matics in feed mills
but we find eac h one of them being of different mill plans and end use.
Theref or e , i t is impossible for us to actually pick from memory a cost
breakdown . We , as of thi s t i me, do not put this information i nto our
computer to pr oduce t he i nformation you need in your study.
By a copy of this letter, I am asking our territory manager, Frank Eggleson of Wa lnut Creek, Cal i fornia to see if he knows of any such breakdown avai lable i n his area through the contra c tors with whom he works .
I f he ca n fi nd any information, I will have him forward it to you
~mm e d iate ly .

We a re i ndeed s orry we cannot be of too mu ch help t o you at this time
on your pr e sent proj ect but look forward to he lp i ng you in whatever way
pos s i ble in ~ h e future . Thank you f or your cons i deration .
Cord i ally yours ,

Rober t s. Noller
Agr i -Produ c t s Division
Fi eld Manager, Southwest Zone
RSN: MG
C Fr ank Eggl eson
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Appendix B--Cost Data
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Table 17. Total investment in equipment, buildings,
and other facilities for four feed mills
producing beef cattle feeda

Item

A

8,320

B

18,720

c

D

36,400

62,400

Dollars
Equipment

57,660

70,900

103,850

116,050

Mill building

4,200

6,700

9,500

10,000

Office

2,100

4,500

4,500

4,500

6,100

16,150

32,300

53 ,000

15,880

28,500

43,500

56,200

85,940

126,750

193,650

239,750

10.32

6. 77

5.32

3.84

Storage (inpu t

&

output)

Construction
Total
Investment per ton

of annual capaci ty

acomputed from data supplied by Carl J. Vosloh, Jr., Flour and
Feed Milling Department, Kansas State University, June 28, 1964 (see
pages 58--63).
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List of equipment , building
and construction costs

for mill A

L

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

Sca l es
a . Truck scales ( lO ' x30') with dial
b . Livestock scales (8 ' xl4 ' )

4,800
810

Receiving
a . Grain hopper (200 cu.ft . )
b . Silage hopper (concrete)

200
150

10" por t able drag conveyor from silage hopper to
mixer tank

800

10" drag conveyor (15' long) from grain hopper
to elevator leg

650

One bucket elevator
l - 800 BPH - 60' long
Two turnheads
a . 2 - 4-5 way

1,600
900

Rollermil1
a . 1 - l2xl8" , 2. 5 ton/hour
b . Rol1ermill blower and collector
c. Steamer
d . Boiler

2 , 200
1,000
550
2,500

Hay grinding equipment
a . Bale breaker, hay grinder, hay conveyor
b . Building for hay storage (40'x20 ' )

5,200
2 ,000

Ingredi nt bins
a . 10 bins for grain and supp l ement
Approx .
2 @ 3- 5 ton each
6 @ 8-10 ton each 5 ,000
2 @ 15 t on e ach
cu .ft.
b . Screw conveyors to mixer truck from 8 bins
2 - 10' conveyors
5 - 15' conveyors
1 - 8' conveyor (live bo tt om)

6 ,5 00

1 , 000

10 .

Control panel

11 .

Self mix i ng, self unloading truck (5 t on capa city)l6,000

12.

25' elevator leg , 2 bins at 25 cu .ft . each , with
screw conveyors to truck to be used with
concentrates or pre-mixes

1,200

1,550
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(cont i nued from page 62)
13.

Conv eyors from grain storage
40' long, 12" diameter

14 .

Motors and dr i ves (approx . 175 HP)

5,300

15 .

Spouting and adapters

2 , 200

16 .

Storage
a . Grain storage - 12,000 bu. at

17 .

Construction
a . Millwright and equipment installation .
Approximatel y 30% of all equipment
costs . ($20,000)
b. Electrical
c. Bin erection
Approxima tely 30% of all storage costs
excluding hay building ($12,600)
d . Dri veway and grading

18.

Mill bu i lding - s teel construction

19 .

Office
TOTAL

550

50~/bu.

$57,660
6,100

6,000
4,900
3,780
___L1QQ

4,200

15,880
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Li st of equipment, building,
and construct1on costs
for mi ll B

l.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

B.

9.

Scales
a.
b.

Truck scal es (lO 'x 30')
Livestock scales (8'x22')

4 ,000
1, 500

Recei ving
a . Grain hopper (300 cu . ft . )
b . Silage hopper "stainless" (300 cu . f o: . )

300
500

10" sc rew conveyor (30' long) "stainless" from
silage hopper to surge bin

650

10" drag conveyor (20 ' long) from grain hopper
to elevator leg

700

Two bucket el eva tors
a . 1 - 2500 BPH - 60' l ong
b. 1 - 800 BPH - 60 ' long

2 , 000
1,600

Three tur nheads
a . 3 - 4-5 way

1 , 300

Rollermill
a . 1 - l6x30", 150 BPH, 5 ton/hour
b . Rollermill blower and collector
r:. .

Steamer

d.

Boiler

Hay grinding equipment
a . Bale breaker, hay grlnder, hay conveyor
b . Building for hay storage (50'x20')
Ing r edi ent bins
a. 15 bins for grain and supp l ement
Approx .
3 @ 3- 5 ton each
10 @ 8-10 ton each
7,200
2 @ 15 ton each
cu . ft .
b . Screw conveyors to hopper scale from 10
bins
2 - 15' conveyors
5 - 10' conveyors
3 - 8' conveyors (1 live bottom for hay )

3,300
1 , 400
600
3 ,000
7 , 200
2 , 500
9, 400

1, 100

10 .

Scale hopper - l ton capacity

1 , 600

11 .

Control panel

2 ,500
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(continued from page 64)
12 .

Mixer - 1 ton
a . Horizontal drop bottom

2 ,900

13 .

Surge bin with drag conveyo r

1,900

14.

Pre-mixing - scales , mixer, eleva tor leg

2,000

15 .

Molasses mixer (9 ton/hour)
a . Molasses tank and heaters
(10 ,000 gal . capaci ty)

1,200

16 .
17.

3,800

Inclined screw to loadout bins
12" diameter, 35' long

950

Conveyors from grain storage
50' long , 13" diameter

600

18 .

Motors and drives (approx. 220 HP)

19.

Spouting and adapters

20.

Storage
a. 2 loadout bins - 5 tons each, 500 cu . ft.
b . Grain storage - 30,000 bu. at 50~/bu.

1,150
15,000

Construction
a. Millwright and equipment installation.
Approximately 30% of all equipment
costs ($39,100)
b. Electrical

11,800
7,000

21.

c.

Bin erection.

d.

Approximately 30% of total storage cos ts
excluding hay building ($22,500)
Driveway and grading

22.

Mill building - steel construction

23.

Office
TOTAL

8,800
$70,900

7 . 700
2 , 000
6,700

16,150

28,500
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List of equipment, building,
and construction costs

for mill C

l.

Scales
a . Truck scales (10'x60 ')
b . Livestock scales (8 ' x22 ' )

9,000
1, 500

Receiving
a. Gr ain hopper (300 cu.ft.)
b . Silage hopper "stainless" from
silage hopper to surg e bin

500

3.

10" screw conveyor (30' long) "stainless" from
silage hopper to surge bin

650

4.

10" drag conveyor (20' long) from grain hopper to
elevator leg

800

2.

5.

Two bucke t elevators
a . 1 - 2500 BPH - 70 ' long
b. 1 - 1500 BPH - 70' long

6.

Three turnheads
a . 2 - 6-way
b . 1 - 4-way

7.

Rollermill
a . 2- 16x30", 340 BPH, 10 ton/hour
b. Rollermill blower and collector

8.

9.

c.

Steamer

d.

Boiler

Hay grinding equipment
a. Bale breaker, hay grinder , hay conveyors
b. Building for hay storage (60 ' x30')
Ingredient bins
a. 15 bins for grain and s upplement
2 @ 3-4 ton each
Approx.
11 @ 8-10 ton each
10,000
2 @ 20 ton each
cu.f t.
b . Screw conveyors to hopper scale from 10
bins
2 - 20' conveyors
5 - 15' conveyors
3 - 10 ' conveyors (1 live bottom for hay)

300

2,220
1,800
1,500

6,500
2,000
1,000
4,500
10,500
4,500
13,000

3,500

10 .

Scale hopper - 2 t on capacity

2,500

11 .

Control panel

3,500
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(continued from page 62)
12 .

Mixer - 2 ton
a . Horizontal drop bottom

4,500

13 .

Surge bin with drag conveyor

2,100

14.

Pre-mixing - scales, mixer, elevator leg

3 ,000

15.

Molasses mixer (20 ton/ hour)
a . Molasses tank and heaters
( 20,000 gal . capacity)

1,500
5,400

16 .

Inc lined scr ew to loadout bins
a. 12" diameter - 40' long

1,000

17.

Conveyors from gra i n storage, 50 ' long,
12" diameter

18.

Mo tors and drives (approx. 320 HP)

19.

Spouting and adapters

20.

Storage
a. 4 loadout bins- 5 ton cap. , 1,000 cu.ft.
b . Grain storage - 60,000 bu. @ 50¢/bu.

21 .

Construction
a. Millwright and equipment installation
approximately 30% of all equipment costs
($56,250)
b . Electrical
c. Bin erec tion.
Approximately 30% of total storage
cos ts excluding hay building ($45,300)
d . Driveway and grading

22 .

Mill building - steel cons truction

23.

Office
TOTAL

600
12,000
103,850
2,300
30,000

32 , 300

16,900
10,000
13,600
3,000
9,500

43,500
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Lis t of equipmement , building,
and construc tion c osts

f or mill D

1.

2.

Sca les
a , Truck scales (10'x60 ' )
b . Livestock sc a les (8 ' x22 ' )

9, 000
1 , 500

Rec eiving
a . Gra i n hopper (300 cu . ft . )
b . Silage hopper "stainl ess" (300 cu . ft.)

300
500

10" scr ew conveyor (30' long) "s t ainless " f r om
silage hopper to surge bin

650

4.

13" drag conveyor (20' long) from grain hopp er to
e levator leg

800

5.

Two buc ke t eleva to rs
a . 1 - 3000 BPH- 75 ' long
b . 1 - 2000 BPH - 75 ' long

2,300
1 , 900

6.

Three tu r nheads
a . 6-way , 8" opening

1, 800

7.

Rollermi ll
a. 2- 16x36 " , 500 BPH , 15 ton/hour
b. Blower for rollermill with collector

3.

8.

9.

c.

Steamer

d.

Boiler

Hay grinding equipment
a . Bale brea ker , hay grinder , hay co nveyo rs
b . Build i ng for hay storage (40x60 ' )
Ingredient bi ns
a . 15 bi ns for grain a nd s uppl ement
2 @ 3-5 ton each
Approx .
11 @ 10 to n each
10 , 500
2 @ 20 ton ea ch
cu . ft.
b . Screw conveyor s t o hopper scal e from 10
bins
2 - 20' conv eyors
5 - 15' conveyors
3 - 10 ' conveyors (1 live bottom fo r ha y)

8 , 000
2 , 500
1 , 000 '
5 , 0001!1
1 2 , 000
6 , 000
13 , 600

3, 500

10.

Scale hopper - 2 ton capacity

2,500

11 .

Contro l panel

3 , 500
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(continued from page 68)
12 .
13 .

Mixer - 2 ton
a . Horizonta l drop bottom

4 , 500

Surge bin for 2-ton mixer with dr ag co nveyor
to elevator or molasses mix e r

2,100

14 .

Pre-mixing- scales, mixer, elevator leg

3,000

15 .

Molasses mixer (30 ton/ hour)
a . Molasses tank and heaters
(30,000 gal . capacity)

1,800
8 ,000

16 .

Inclined s crew to load out bins (12 ' x 40 ' )

1 , 000

17 .

Conveyors from grain storage

18 .

Motors and drives (approx . 400 HP)

19 .

Spouting and adapters

4,500

20 .

Storage
a . 6 loadout bins- 5 ton cap . , 1,500 cu . ft ,
b . Grain sto r age - 100,000 bu . steel bins
50¢/bu .

3 ,000

21 .

Construction
a . Millwright and installation of equipment .
Approximately 30% of all equipment
costs ($63,950)
b . Electrical
c. Bin erection ,
Approximately 30% of total storage
costs , except hay building ($66,600)
d . Driveway and grading

22 .

Mill building - steel construc tion

23 .

Offic e

TOTAL

800
14 ,000

50 , 000

$116,050

53 , 000

19 , 000
13,000
20 ,000
4 , 000
10 , 000

56,200

